Experimental ischaemic stroke induces transient cardiac atrophy and dysfunction
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Abstract

Background Stroke can lead to cardiac dysfunction in patients, but the mechanisms underlying the interaction between the injured brain and the heart are poorly understood. The objective of the study is to investigate the effects of experimental murine stroke on cardiac function and molecular signalling in the heart.

Methods and results Mice were subjected to filament-induced left middle cerebral artery occlusion for 30 or 60 min or sham surgery and underwent repetitive micro-echocardiography. Left ventricular contractility was reduced early (24–72 h) but not late (2 months) after brain ischaemia. Cardiac dysfunction was accompanied by a release of high-sensitive cardiac troponin (hsTNT (ng/ml): d1: 7.0 ± 1.0 vs. 25.0 ± 3.2*; d3: 7.3 ± 1.1 vs. 52.2 ± 16.7*; d14: 5.7 ± 0.8 vs. 5.2 ± 0.3; sham vs. 60 min. MCAO; mean ± SEM; *p < 0.05); reduced heart weight (heart weight/tibia length ratio: d1: 6.9 ± 0.2 vs. 6.4 ± 0.1*; d3: 6.7 ± 0.2 vs. 5.8 ± 0.1*; d14: 6.7 ± 0.2 vs. 6.4 ± 03; sham vs. 60 min. MCAO; mean ± SEM; *p < 0.05); resulting from cardiomyocyte atrophy (cardiomyocyte size: d1: 12.8% ± 0.002**; d3: 13.5% ± 0.002**; 14d: 6.3% ± 0.003*; 60 min. MCAO vs. sham; mean ± SEM; **p < 0.01; *p < 0.05), accompanied by increased atrogin-1 and the E3 ubiquitin ligase murf-1. Net norepinephrine but not synthesis was increased, suggesting a reduced norepinephrine release or an increase of norepinephrine re-uptake, resulting in a functional denervation. Transcriptome analysis in cardiac tissue identified the transcription factor peroxisome proliferator-activated receptor gamma as a potential mediator of stroke-induced transcriptional dysregulation involved in cardiac atrophy.

Conclusions Stroke induces a complex molecular response in the heart muscle with immediate but transient cardiac atrophy and dysfunction.
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Introduction

The heart and the brain are closely interconnected anatomically and functionally in health and disease. Cardiac diseases including arrhythmias such as atrial fibrillation cause 20–30% of all ischaemic strokes. Vice versa, acute stroke can affect cardiac function. A plethora of clinical manifestations comprising reduced heart rate,1 atrial fibrillation,2 cardiac dysfunction,3 elevated troponin,4,5 and stress-induced acute cardiomyopathy6,5 can be found in stroke patients. Cardiac disease also contributes substantially to the long-term prognosis of ischaemic stroke patients.7,4 The conventional explanation for this is that cardiac disorders in stroke patients result from shared vascular risk factors leading to concomitant ischaemic manifestations in the heart and the brain in the same patients.3 Alternatively, brain injury may have a long-term effect on other organs including the heart.

The mechanisms underlying the crosstalk between the acutely injured brain and the heart are not well understood at present. Current thinking is that cerebral ischaemia
triggers an acute stress response that is mediated by the overactive sympathetic nervous system. However, the signalling pathways between the brain and the heart as well as the molecular downstream processes in the heart remain to be characterized.

Herein, we show in experimental murine stroke that brain ischaemia triggers myocardial dysfunction and describe the altered molecular expression in the heart muscle.

**Materials and methods**

**Animals**

The study was conducted in accordance with national guidelines for the use of experimental animals. All experimental procedures were approved by the governmental committees (Animal Care Committee, Regierungspräsidium Karlsruhe, Germany) and were performed in accordance with the German Animal Welfare Act (directive 2010/63 EU) and the ARRIVE (Animal Research: Reporting in Vivo Experiments) guidelines. Age-matched (8–12 weeks) male C57BL/6 mice obtained from Janvier Labs (Le Genest-Saint-Isle, France) were used for the experiments. In a single cage, four specific pathogen-free mice were housed in the animal facility of the University of Heidelberg. All mice were kept on a standard 12 h light/dark cycle and had free access to food and water.

**Filament model**

In the ischaemia experiments, we induced transient focal cerebral ischaemia for 30 or 60 min, respectively, as described. Briefly, mice were anaesthetized with 2% isoflurane in O2, and middle cerebral artery occlusion (MCAO) was performed by advancing a nylon-coated monofilament with a diameter of 0.22 mm (Doccol, Sharon, MA, USA) via the common carotid artery until a resistance was felt. Successful occlusion of the middle cerebral artery was verified by a laser Doppler flowmetry. The laser Doppler flowmetry probe (P403, Perimed, Järfälla, Sweden) was placed 3 mm lateral and 1 mm posterior to the bregma and obtained relative perfusion units (Periflux 4001, Perimed). Only animals in which relative cerebral blood flow dropped below 25% of pre-ischaemic baseline after MCAO were included in the analysis. Mice were reanaesthetized to remove the filament. During surgery, a body temperature of 37°C was feedback controlled using a heating pad. The preparation for the sham surgery was identical, but the filament was not inserted into the vessel. After surgery, all mice received carprofen (5.0 mg/kg s.c.) for analgesia.

**Assessment of infarct volume**

Anaesthetized mice were decapitated in anaesthesia with ketamine/xylazine, and the brains were removed. Twenty micrometre thick coronal sections were cut every 400 μm and stained with cresyl violet. Sections were scanned at 600 dpi, and infarct areas were encircled using ImageJ. The total infarct volume was obtained by integrating measured infarct areas and distance between sections. Correction for brain oedema was performed by subtraction of the ipsilateral from the contralateral hemisphere volume from the directly measured infarct volume.

**Echocardiography**

Transthoracic micro-echocardiography was performed using a VisualSonics Vevo 2100 echocardiograph. Left ventricular parasternal short-axis views were obtained using M-mode imaging at the papillary muscle level. At least five consecutive beats were used for measurements of the chamber dimension with the Vevo 2100 software. Fractional shortening was calculated with the following formula: 100 × [(LVEDD / LVESD) / LVEDD], where LVEDD is the left ventricular end-diastolic diameter and LVESD is the left ventricular end-systolic diameter.

**High-sensitive troponin T assay**

High-sensitive troponin T (hsTNT) was measured as described. Blood samples were taken from sacrificed animals and centrifuged to obtain serum. Further analysis was performed using an automated Cobas Troponin T hs STAT Elecsys (Roche, Mannheim, Germany).

**Determination of neurohormones**

For the determination of norepinephrine tissue levels in mice, the left ventricle was rinsed in ice-cold 0.9% saline and frozen in liquid nitrogen until high-performance liquid chromatography and electrochemical detection were performed as previously described.

**Cardiac ganglia preparation**

After the sacrifice of mice, cardiac ganglia were isolated as described before and quickly frozen in liquid nitrogen for RNA isolation.
Heart tissue preparation

After the sacrifice of mice, the hearts were removed and weighed promptly. Relative heart weight was calculated as the ratio to the tibia as described before. The left ventricles were transversely dissected. Parts of the left ventricles were quickly frozen in liquid nitrogen for RNA and protein isolation. Tissue samples for histological staining were fixed in 4% paraformaldehyde and embedded in paraffin.

Quantitative RT-PCR

Total RNA was isolated from ventricular tissue by using TRIzol (Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA, USA), and cDNA was synthesized from 500 ng RNA using the SuperScript first-strand synthesis system for RT-PCR (Invitrogen) according to the manufacturer’s instructions. Quantitative RT-PCR was performed on a 7500 Fast Cycler (Applied Biosystems, Foster City, CA, USA). Probes from the Universal Probe Library (Roche, Penzberg, Germany) and TaqMan Universal PCR Master Mix were used. Oligonucleotide primers were synthesized at LGC Genomics, Germany, and sequences of primers and the respective Universal Probe Library probe numbers are given (nppa (sense: cacagatctgatgatattcaaga; antisense: cctcatctcatttcgatct; probe number: 25), npnb (sense: gtctggccggacactcag; antisense: tgcactggtgtcttcaacaac; probe number: 13), col3a1 (sense: tcccctggaatctgtgaatc; antisense: cctcatcttctaccggcatc; probe number: 25), nppb (sense: cacacagatctgatggatttcaaga; antisense: gatcaaacgcttgcgaatct; probe number: 76), atrogin-1 (sense: agtgaggaccggctactgtg; antisense: tgagtcgaattggggagaat; probe number: 49), col5a1 (sense: ctacatccgtgccctggt; antisense: ccagcaccgtcttctggtag; probe number: 13), col3a1 (sense: tcccctggaatctgtgaatc; antisense: cctcatcttctaccggcatc; probe number: 25), nppb (sense: cacagatctgatggatttcaaga; antisense: gatcaaacgcttgcgaatct; probe number: 76), atrogin-1 (sense: agtgaggaccggctactgtg; antisense: tgagtcgaattggggagaat; probe number: 49), col5a1 (sense: ctacatccgtgccctggt; antisense: ccagcaccgtcttctggtag; probe number: 13), col3a1 (sense: tcccctggaatctgtgaatc; antisense: cctcatcttctaccggcatc; probe number: 25)). Data were analysed according to the $\Delta\Delta Ct$ method as described.

Cardiac histology

Paraffin-embedded tissue samples were longitudinally cut into 5 μm thick cardiac sections and stained with haematoxylin and eisin or Masson trichrome-stained sections (magnification ×40) from the left ventricle were randomly selected, and morphometric analysis using ImageJ was performed. Photographs were acquired with an Olympus SZH zoom stereo dissection scope with an Optronics DEI-750 CCD digital camera. All data were analysed by two observers blinded to group allocation.

Statistical analyses

All values are expressed as mean ± standard deviation. Student’s t-test was used for comparison between two groups, and analysis of variance for multiple comparisons among three or more groups with post hoc Bonferroni test. The accepted significance level was $P < 0.05$.

Gene expression profiling was performed using arrays of Mouse430_2 type from Affymetrix (High Wycombe, UK). A Custom CDF Version 12 with Entrez-based gene definitions was used to annotate the arrays. The raw fluorescence intensity values were normalized applying quantile normalization. Differential gene expression was analysed on the basis of log-linear mixed model analysis of variance, using a commercial software package SAS JMP8 Genomics, version 4.0, from SAS Institute (Cary, NC, USA). Hierarchical cluster analysis of differentially regulated genes in sham vs. MCAO mice was performed, and a false positive rate of $\alpha = 0.01$ with false discovery rate correction was taken as the level of significance.

We performed pathway analysis from significant enriched genes using PANTHER pathway analysis. Motif enrichment analyses were performed using HOMER analysing tool in the promotor region of indicated genes. Promoter regions were determined as transcriptional start site — 2 kb. Data are available on gene expression omnibus under the accession number GSE102558.

Results

Brain infarcts 24 h after 60 min MCAO were extensive and included cortical and subcortical areas (mean infarct volume: 65 ± 11.2 mm$^3$). In contrast, 30 min MCAO caused an ischaemic lesion limited to the striatum.

Consequences of stroke on cardiac function

To assess cardiac function in a longitudinal manner, we performed sequential cardiac echocardiography. We found a significant reduction in cardiac function as reflected by reduced fractional shortening and reduced ejection fraction after 60 min but not after only 30 min MCAO compared with pre-operative baseline and with sham-operated animals, respectively (Figure 1A–C). Heart rate was initially decreased in both MCAO groups compared with respective sham-operated mice. However, a persistent reduction of the heart rate, additionally limiting cardiac output, was only observed in 60 min MCAO 7 and 14 days after stroke.
These changes were no longer present 60 days after MCAO (Supporting Information, Figure S1A–S1D).

Structural changes in the heart upon stroke

To assess potential myocardial damage, we measured hsTNT repetitively in animals as a serum biomarker. We found a significant three-fold (Day 1) to five-fold (Day 5) increase in serum hsTNT after 60 min MCAO compared with sham-operated animals (Figure 2A), indicating cardiomyocyte damage. This was accompanied by a reduced heart weight/tibia length ratio, which normalized again after 14 days (Figure 2B). On cardiomyocyte level, we detected a reduction in cardiomyocyte cross-sectional diameter of up to 15% compared with sham-operated animals already at Day 1 (Figure 2C and 2D), which was partially restored over time. We did not observe increased fibrosis on trichrome-stained histological sections (data not shown). Sixty days after MCAO, heart weight and lung weight did not suggest cardiac dysfunction or congestion (Supporting Information, Figure S1E and S1F).

Identification of a novel downstream signalling cascade

To elucidate potential signalling pathways, we first measured the atrial natriuretic peptide and the brain natriuretic peptide (nppa; nppb) that are normally up-regulated upon cardiac stress. However, we did not find an up-regulation upon MCAO, but rather a down-regulation of brain natriuretic peptide at 14 days after MCAO (Figure 3A and 3B). Additionally, expression of collagens that are classically involved in pathological cardiac remodelling was not regulated (col5a1) or reduced (col3a1), pointing towards a process that is more linked to atrophic signalling (Figure 3C and 3D). To test whether the observed phenotype is linked to cardiac muscle wasting, we measured the expressional changes of the E3 ubiquitin ligase atrogin-1 and the muscle ring finger protein murf-1 that are known to regulate skeletal muscle and cardiac atrophy. Atrogin-1 was highly up-regulated in animals after MCAO, whereas murf-1 was only up-regulated at Day 3 after MCAO (Figure 3E and 3F).

As muscle atrophy and expression of atrogin-1 and murf-1 are closely linked to autonomic innervation, we
investigated whether catecholamines are involved in the atrophic process. Norepinephrine was significantly increased in cardiac tissue 3 days after MCAO (Figure 3G). However, tyrosinhydroxylase expression, the rate limiting enzyme of norepinephrine synthesis, was not increased in isolated cardiac ganglia on Day 3 after MCAO (Figure 3H), indicating an involvement of other mechanisms, such as norepinephrine re-uptake or release, rather than norepinephrine synthesis.

Next, we performed a genome-wide unbiased analysis of the transcriptome of cardiac tissue harvested 24 and 72 h after 60 min MCAO or sham surgery. Bioinformatical analysis showed a strong regulation of 3494 genes in the heart 1 day after 60 min MCAO compared with sham surgery. Interestingly, when we generated a heat map with hierarchical clustering of genes that were either significantly regulated at Day 1 or Day 3 after MCAO, we found a pronounced regulation on Day 1 (Supporting Information, Figure S2A) but much less difference at Day 3 compared with the sham-operated control group. Pathway annotation showed a high number of genes involved in metabolic processes (Supporting Information, Figure S2B). Correspondingly, pathway enrichment analysis revealed a strong and significant enrichment in metabolic pathways (Supporting Information, Figure S2C).

To get insights into transcription factors that may be involved in the regulation of these up-regulated genes and pathways, we focused on promotor regions that were already early up-regulated (Day 1). Motif enrichment showed a strong association to the peroxisome proliferator-activated receptor gamma (Pparg) binding site within these promotors, suggesting a regulatory role of this transcription factor (Supporting Information, Figure S2D).

**Discussion**

Our study provides three major new findings: (i) cerebral infarction induces transient contractile cardiac dysfunction in mice; (ii) cardiac damage and subsequent restructuring occur after experimental stroke resulting in an atrophic cardiac phenotype; and (iii) stroke triggers a functional denervation with activation of an atrophic signalling
cascade in the heart including a Pparg-dependent gene programme, which is known to be involved in mitochondrial remodelling, regulation of catabolism, and hypertrophic gene programmes.

In echocardiography, performed after acute stroke, 20–30% of stroke patients have focal or generalized contractile abnormalities, and 7% suffer from overt heart failure with left ventricular ejection fraction below 30%.

Figure 3 Transcriptional consequences. Transcript levels of (A) nppa, (B) nppb, (C) col3a1, (D) col5a1, (E) murf-1, and (F) atrogin-1 in the hearts from sham-operated control animals and 60 min middle cerebral artery occlusion (MCAO) animals as indicated, normalized to control \((n = 5–6/\text{group})\) at time points 1, 3, and 14 days after 60 min MCAO and sham operation. (G) Tissue noradrenaline concentration in the hearts of sham-operated and 60 min MCAO mice, respectively \((n = 6/\text{group})\). (H) Transcript levels of tyrosinhydroxylase (th) in cardiac ganglia from sham-operated and MCAO-operated animals, 3 days after intervention \((n = 6–7/\text{group})\). All results are shown as mean ± standard deviation. * \(P < 0.05\) sham vs. MCAO. (I) Working model.
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are commonly interpreted as a reflection of pre-existing heart disease rather than as a consequence of the stroke. While there is a documented history of pre-existing heart disease in some patients, longitudinal clinical studies monitoring heart function before and after stroke do not exist. In our longitudinal experimental study, we found a substantial reduction of echocardiographic contractility in the early and subacute phase after extensive stroke in young, previously healthy mice that had intact cardiac function before MCAO. Similar observations have been reported using other methodologies such as endovascular catheterization.\(^{26}\) The observed echocardiographic phenotype did not result in overt heart failure in our study as evidenced by normal lung weight, but this might have been different if aged animals with pre-existing reduced function had been measured.

An important finding relates to the morphological cardiac phenotype observed in mice after stroke. Previous studies reported cardiac hypertrophy,\(^{27}\) which was also present after 30 min of right transient focal cerebral ischaemia accompanied by sympathetic overactivity weeks after the experimental stroke.\(^{28}\) In contrast, mice in our study (left MCAO, 60 min ischaemia) showed rapid loss of heart weight and cardiomyocyte atrophy. In our experiments, the expression of collagens (col3a1 and col5a1) that are normally up-regulated in pathological cardiac remodelling was less affected. This difference might be explained by different duration of brain ischaemia (30 vs. 60 min) and resulting infarct size and by the side of brain ischaemia (right vs. left). Our data with 30 min left MCAO are comparable with those of Bieber et al., who reported only a mild cardiac phenotype 8 weeks after left MCAO with 30 min ischaemia.\(^{28}\) Previously, we have described an atrophic cardiac phenotype in an experimental model of cancer.\(^{29}\) In both instances (cancer and left MCAO 60 min), metabolic pathways and cardiac dysfunction are closely connected to structural changes. Using an unbiased approach, we found many dysregulated genes, which participate in metabolic pathways. A link between murf-1, protein degradation, the basis of muscle atrophy, and metabolic changes has been described for metabolic pathways.\(^{24,30,31,32}\)

To identify other potential modifiers linking metabolic pathways to muscle atrophy, we performed a promoter analysis of regulated genes. We identified the up-regulation of Pparg-dependent genes. Pparg is a regulator of cardiomyocyte metabolic and structural remodelling. Other family members are also strongly linked to muscle atrophy whereas the binding motif of ppa-receptors share a high similarity.\(^{32}\) Models of cardiomyocyte-specific loss-of-function have shown that Pparg can inhibit cardiomyocyte hypertrophy and suppresses cardiac growth.\(^{33}\) Overexpression of Pparg in cardiomyocytes in turn leads to reduced cardiac function accompanied by multiple metabolic changes.\(^{34}\) Although we describe a strong correlation to metabolic pathways and Pparg, future studies need to address if Pparg is required and sufficient to mediate stroke-induced cardiac dysfunction and how this depends on the E3 ubiquitin ligase atrogin-1. If confirmed, Pparg activators that are already in clinical use could be an option for prevention or treatment of stroke-induced cardiac damage and dysfunction in patients. Clinical data point towards beneficial effects of peroxisome proliferator-activated receptor inhibitors for treatment of patients with stroke which supports a mechanistic interplay with cardiomyocyte signalling.\(^{35,36}\)

In addition to morphological and molecular alterations inside the heart muscle, the signalling pathways between the injured brain and the heart deserve further attention. Some of our findings suggest that the effect is mediated via humoral factors in the blood. Stress hormones including catecholamines have been implicated in the Takotsubo cardiomyopathy syndrome in patients after a variety of conditions including stroke.\(^{37}\) Using the same stroke models that were used in the present study, we have previously shown a sharp rise of catecholamines after extensive but not circumscribed murine brain ischaemia.\(^{38}\) Interestingly, mice in the present study had a profound bradycardic response after brain ischaemia that is not expected in catecholamine-mediated heart injury. This was accompanied by increased tissue noradrenaline, pointing towards a reduced catecholamine release or an increase of noradrenaline re-uptake. Down-regulation of the β-receptor as described in chronic heart failure could also be a possible explanation. However, an increase of catecholamine release would result in increased synthesis, which we ruled out by investigating neuronal norepinephrine synthesis. Reduced post-synaptic norepinephrine that can be summarized as a functional denervation would explain most of the MCAO-induced changes.

In conclusion, we propose a model of profound stroke-induced cardiac alterations where brain ischaemia triggers a disturbance of catecholamine homeostasis in the heart. This leads to up-regulation of the E3-ligase atrogin-1 and up-regulation of Pparg-dependent genes resulting in cardiomyocyte atrophy and transient cardiac dysfunction (Figure 3I). Future experimental and clinical studies are needed to evaluate the contribution of this brain–heart interaction to cardiac morbidity in stroke patients.
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Figure S1. (a) Ejection fraction, (b) heart rate, (c) left ventricular enddiastolic diameter (LVEDD) and (d) left ventricular endsystolic diameter (LVESD) 60 days after MCAO compared with sham operated controls (n = 8–11/group). (e) Heart weight (HW) and (f) lung weight (LW) to tibial length (TL) ratio 60 days after MCAO (n = 7–9/group). All results are shown as mean ± SD; * indicates p < 0.05 Sham vs. MCAO.

Figure S2. (a) Hierarchical clustering of significantly regulated genes in hearts of 60 min MCAO and sham operated mice (n = 6/group) and top 20 significant upregulated genes 1d after MCAO sorted by the foldchange MCAO vs. Sham group. (b) Pathway analysis of genes, upregulated at day 1 after MCAO.
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